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“It has to be about the patient.”

— Robert C. Ripley, MD

Patient Centered Medical Home 
(Sphere of Observation & Influence)
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Counterfactual data from many providers,  
aggregated at higher levels in the hierarchy, 
flows back to the provider making 
decisions about a specific patients care.

Small Data flows up from child to parent.

Event (CHF)
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Solid arrow head represents 
known prior information.

Inflection Point where 
the switch from past 

data to picking a 
Provider Action occurs. 

Provider Action (Prepare patient for PCI)
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Outcome curve of Action Spectrum 
determined by Big Data

Open arrow head represents future 
information to be determined.

Recommended Care Path
(highest probability of desired outcome)

Event (PCI)

Provider Action (PCI)

Event (CHF)

Care Path (Prior Information) 
Broken line represents inherent 
gaps in patient care information 
along the journey.

Provider Action (Prepare patient for PCI)
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Periods and intervals 
define the past ...

… and continue into the future as 
patient paths among counterfactuals.

Measure of all paths provide PCMH with data on a patient 
centered path among all others. This counterfactual 

presentation is tailored to the PCMH

Up arrowhead represents Small Data flowing 
upward through the Network Hierarchy. 
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Patient Centered Medical Home 
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Other Providers

Big Data flows down as HCn3D’s 
Provider Logic, the Action Spectrum.

Shortening Periods of HDH

Lengthening Periods of HDH

Event

Patient

Outcome curve of Action 
Spectrum determined by 

Big and Small Data.

This illustration is conceptual and does not represent any 
specific “Multidimensional data” or “scenario of interest” 
other than HDH as an example of outcome. The Y axis could 
just as well be BP, DFP, or “acute care such as a heart attack”.

Inflection Point where the 
switch from past data to 
picking a Provider Action 

(decision) occurs. 

Existing (possible) paths. These are Counterfactual as well, 
representing potentially 100,000s of other patient outcomes in the 

past, but being analyzed for the probability of desired outcome.

“not just a group of lines” they are a conceptual element 
representing collectively all the “counterfactual data” present in all 
the other intersecting care paths at whatever “multilevel hierarchical 

structure of the network”  is available for analysis.  (Big Data)
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Counterfactual Care Paths
Note that the 3 other paths shown 
here represent potentially 100,000s 
of other patient’s paths intersecting 

at the inflection point.  (Big Data)

“single patient with a single path within the cube”

Care Path and Patient History
(Prior Information).
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Recommended Care Path (“Path to Value”)
(highest probability of desired outcome)


